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Dear ladies and gentlemen, 

at the general assembly in Italy, the German delegation will be represented by Ms. Bianca Heyner (Adviser of 
German Castingsport) and Mr. Peter Wetzel (Vice-President of Youth and Sport). 

 

To attract more people und for better competitions we would like to bring in some proposals. During the 
season of 2023 our casters, supervisors and officials noticed some things that should be changed. 

1. The costs of the world championships in castingsport (for youth and seniors) were very high. There 
should be a review and an apportionment of the costs. The meals supply at the youth championship 
was not good for the high price, according to the feedback and the age of the casters didn’t fit to 
their competition classes.  

 

2. At the seniors world championship there were many mistakes at cups, medals and signs. This should 
be better controlled in the future and also the role of the head judge should be clearly defined. 
 

 

3. The control of the competition venues and the arrangements with the organizers should be 
improved so that there a less unnecessary conversions of the places. 

 

4. To support nations that can’t bring enough casters for only men or only women’s teams we should 
think about “Mixed-Teams”  

 

5. We should adjust the starting fee for “specialists” that only want to cast selected disciplines and not 
a whole Pentathlon, Heptathlon or Allround. 
 

 

6. For an international standard of evaluation, we should use a program from Germany. This 
Application runs in two languages and without mistakes for the last years. It checks itself of 
completeness and all names ever written in are saved for future competitions. This program has to 
be purchased from the author. 
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7. We would like to nominate Mr. Heinz Maire-Hensge for the ICSF Executive Board. Mr. Maire-Hensge
is a highly respected athlete with many years of experience and extensive knowledge. He has been
active in Germany for several years as main judge and competitor.

With kind regard. 

Ms. Bianca Heyner (Adviser German Castingsport) 

Mr. Peter Wetzel (Vice-President of Youth and Sport) 

Mr. Klaus-Dieter Mau (President DAFV) 




